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Abstract

In this paper, I expose a model of multidimensional matching between
supply and preferences for sushi menus. From this theoretical model I derive
several stylized facts which I test on real menus. According to my theoretical
model, the prices in a risk neutral restaurant would be independent from
one another and from the relative preferences for the different menus. Also,
in such a restaurant, prices would be increasing and concave functions of
menu sizes. A risk adverse restaurant would set smaller prices than the risk
neutral one but this discount would be smaller on the most preferred menus.
Also, prices would be increasing but almost linear functions of menu sizes.
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Introduction

In this paper, I expose a model of multidimensional matching between supply and prefe-
rences. In this model, preferences and consumption are both represented by a vector in a space
of the same dimension as there are goods. The utility derived by the consumer from a given
combination of goods will depend on the matching between his vector of preferences and the
vector of consumption. The better is the matching, the higher is the utility. For instance, in this
framework, the consumer would derive the same utility from a menu which deviates from his
preferences by adding any new item.

From this theoretical model I derive several stylized facts. First, prices in a risk neutral restau-
rant would be independent from one another and from the relative preferences for the different
menus. Also, in such a restaurant, prices would be increasing and concave functions of menu
sizes. A risk adverse restaurant would set smaller prices than a risk neutral one but this discount
would be smaller on the most preferred menus. Also, prices would be increasing but almost linear
functions of menu sizes.

Using real menus, I show that real menus exhibit some specificities of risk adverse restaurants
according to the theoretical model : prices are not or only weakly concave with respect to menu
size, some items are over or under-priced to accommodate costumers preferences.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows, section 1 develops the theoretical model
and exposes some numerical simulations. Section 2 tests the model on sushi menus.

1 A theoretical model for supply and demand of sushis

1.1 A simple example with two dimensions : tuna sushi and sashimi

When entering a restaurant, a consumer is offered several possibilities of menus, which can all
be described by the items composing it. For starters, I assume that only two items are available,
tuna sushi and tuna sashimi. I also assume that the appetite of the consumer is of size one and is
known to the chef who offers menus of this size. A size one appetite means that both consumers’
preferences and menus can be described by points on the unit circle in the plan of the two axis
tuna sushi and tuna sashimi, see figure 1.

Utility and preferences When offered a menu, a consumer will choose to buy and eat it
depending on the utility he would derive from it. The more his preferences will differ from the
menu, the more he will be tempted to refuse the menu and eat somewhere else. Geometrically, the
consumer’s interest in the offered menu is decreasing as θ, the angle between his preferences and
the menu, increases. Since both the menu and the preferences are size one vectors, the scalar pro-
duct of the two is equal to the cosine of this angle and can be used to characterize the utility the
consumer would derive from eating the menu given his preferences. Put differently P�M � cos�θ�
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and ∂U
∂θ

� 0. A straightforward utility specification can be U�M, P� � P �M � cos�θ�.
Reservation utility As in any matching problems, I assume that the consumer has a reser-
vation utility. Instead of having the menu, he could go some place else and would derive from it
a certain level of utility. Whether the consumer is right when assessing the reservation utility is
not relevant here, what matters is that the consumer could say "I’d rather have a pizza, a menu

with other items" or anything else to motivate him not to choose the menu. To simplify the
decision process I assume that this reservation utility is proportional to the price the consumer
would have to pay for the menu : R � ρPM . A sceptical reader may think of this assumption as
just locally valid, however, I have never been in the situation of switching from a 10 e fast-food
to a fancy restaurant for the same diner.
The maximum discrepancy between his preferences and the menu he is about to eat a consumer
may accept is given by

θmax � acos�ρPM� (1)

(see also figure 2)

Menu cost Let C � �Csushi, Csashimi� denote the costs of producing one unit of tuna sushi
and one unit of tuna sashimi. The cost of a given menu will be CM � C � M. Naturally, the
restaurant will set a price PM A CM and supply any demand expressed for this price. As shown
on figure 2, when the price increases the consumer becomes more picky, he ask for a menu closer
to his preferences. When PM A 1

ρ
there is no sushi menu that the consumer would like better

than a pizza. When the price is zero, the consumer accepts the menu only if θ > ��π
2
, π

2
�. Beyond

these angles, the consumer does not accept a free menu because he strongly dislike either sushis
or sashimis or both (see also figure 1) ; implicitly the consumer can not throw away one part of
the menu.

1.2 The general form of this problem

The previous framework can be generalized to a broader class of problems, allowing for more
than two items and changes in appetite. Let k denote the number of items which can compose
a menu. A menu is more generally described by its composition and its size. Let S be the size
of the menu and M its composition (a vector of size one). Hence, SM for instance reads : "two

tuna sushis, 6 california makis, 3 chicken yakitoris, 1 miso soup and a bowl of rice". Similarly,
the preferences of the consumer can now be described by a vector of dimension k and of size
one. Also, depending on its appetite A he will be interested in a small or bigger menu.

1.2.1 A general demand function

I model the preferences with the following utility function.

UA,P �S, M� � fA�S� �P �M (2)

with fA an increasing function of the size of the menu which depends on the appetite of the
consumer. It does not depend on the composition of the menu, only on its size. The appetite of
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Figure 1 – Consumers’ preference with respect to tuna sushis and sashimis
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Figure 2 – Consumers’ utility as a function of the angle between his preferences and the menu

the consumer A may influence the concavity of f , the concavity decreasing as the consumer’s
appetite increases ; or A may represent a saturation level above which the consumers appetite
is satisfied. I assume that fA is increasing, concave and that fA�0� � 0. The scalar product of
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the menu’s composition and the consumers’ preferences modifies the utility derived from the
size S of the menu. There is a trade-off from the consumer’s perspective between satisfying his
appetite and eating according to his taste. Being served items he does not fancy reduces the
utility derived from a menu. So much so that the consumer may prefer a smaller menu more in
accordance with his taste.

In this more general framework, the maximum discrepancy between his preferences and the
menu he is about to eat, a consumer may accept is given by

θmax � acos� ρPM

fA�S�� (3)

It is a decreasing function of the price PM as noted in the simplified case and an increasing
function of the size S.

1.2.2 Optimal pricing when the restaurant is risk neutral

I now assume that a restaurant offers several menus with different sizes and prices. An exo-
genous number of potential costumers pass by the restaurant, examine the menus and choose as
described above to eat one or none of the restaurant’s offers. From the restaurant’s perspective,
the preferences of the potential client are unknown ; they will be only partially revealed by their
choice. To simplify the problem further, I assume that no preference draw can lie within the
acceptance angle (θ B θmax) of more than one menu and that the distribution of preferences is
uniform, at least locally.
Given the distribution of preferences in the restaurant’s population of potential clients, the mat-
ching between consumers and the menus offered can be described by a multinomial random
variable : for each menu, the outcome PM �CM happens with probability P�M�, and the last
outcome (no profit) happening when the consumer does not find any menu to his taste.
The expected profit per potential client is

E�Profit� �Q
M

�PM �CM�P�M� �Q
M

�PM �CM�θ�max,M�
π

(4)�Q
M

�PM �CM� 1

π
acos� ρPM

fA�SM�� (5)

When the restaurant is risk neutral, it will choose the prices PM so as to maximize its expected
profits. �M

∂E�Profit�
∂PM

� 0 � 1

π

���acos �BPM� � B�PM �CM�¼
1 � �BPM�2

��� (6)� acos �BPM�¼1 � �BPM�2 � B�PM �CM� (7)

with B � ρ
fA�SM �

Partial derivatives The domain of definition for PM is such that BCM B BPM B 1, as profits
are negative if PM B CM and since for BPM A 1 there can be no match between the menu and
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any preference draw (see also figure 3). Given the optimality condition for the price (7), the
partial derivatives of the optimal price for menu M (denoted P̂M ) are :

∂P̂M

∂CM

� 1

2 � acos�BP̂M �BP̂M¼
1��BP̂M �2

(8)

∂P̂M

∂B
� � P̂M�CM

B

2 � acos�BP̂M �BP̂M¼
1��BP̂M �2

(9)

Properties of the optimal prices in a risk neutral restaurant

1. The optimal prices are independent from one another

2. They are also independent from the relative preferences of the consumer

3. Prices are increasing in the production cost but the margin is decreasing in the production
cost

4. Prices are decreasing in the consumer’s reservation utility per e

5. Prices are increasing but concave functions of menu sizes

I give the proofs for these properties in appendix A.

1.2.3 Restaurant risk aversion and deviation of the optimal pricing

As described in the case of risk neutrality, the profit of the restaurant is a random variable
following a multinomial law. A risk neutral restaurant maximizes its expected profit, but a risk
adverse restaurant will penalize its variance. I now assume that the restaurant maximizes a min
variance utility.

One unique menu In this simple case, the expected profit of the restaurant and the variance
of this profit are equal to :

E�Profit� � �PM �CM�acos�BPM �
π

(10)

V�Profit� � �PM �CM�2 acos�BPM �
π

�1 � acos�BPM �
π

� (11)

The restaurant solves the following optimization program :

Max
PM

E�Profit� � κ

2
V�Profit� (12)

with κ the absolute risk aversion of the restaurant.

Properties of the variance

1. The variance of the restaurant’s profit is a hump shape function on CM B PM B 1

B

2. The variance of the restaurant’s profit is maximum for P̃M C P̂M

I show the intuition for these properties on figure 3 ; the proofs are in appendix B.
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Properties of the optimal price in a risk adverse restaurant

1. To reduce the risk on its profit, the restaurant will choose a price lower than P̂M , the
optimal price if it was risk neutral

2. The price is increasing in the production cost

I give the proofs for these properties in appendix C.

CM 1
PM

0

E�Profit� & V�Profit�

V�Profit�E�Profit� E�Profit� � 2V�Profit�
E�Profit� �V�Profit�

Elligible PricesProfit � 0 No Match

P̂M P̃M

Figure 3 – Expected profit and its variance as functions of PM (with CM � 0.2 and B � 1)

Multi-menu offer I show the properties of a multi menu offer numerically in a two-menu
case. In such a case, the restaurant will solve the following problem :

Max
P1,P2

E1 �E2 � κ

2
�V1 �V2 �E1E2� (13)

with for each menu �Pi, Ei, Vi� the price, expected profit and variance of profit as defined in
the one menu case.
The expected profit and variance of profit in the two menu case are depicted in appendix D.

Figure 4 confirms that in the risk neutral case, the price of the first menu P1 is independent of
the cost of the second menu C2 ; while the price of this second menu P2 is an increasing function
of its cost. However, still in accordance with analytical results in the risk neutral case, P2 is
increasing less rapidly than the related cost C2 so much so that the margin on the second menu
is decreasing with its cost.
Figure 4 shows that in the risk adverse case, the price of a menu is still an increasing function of
its cost but it is a decreasing function of the cost of the other menu. As in the risk neutral case,
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Figure 4 – Optimal prices in a risk neutral or risk adverse restaurant as functions of the cost
of menu 2 (C2) or the absolute risk aversion (κ)

the margin for a menu is decreasing with its cost though less rapidly, and a fortiori decreasing
with the cost of the other menu.
The optimal prices for both menus are below their risk neutral optima. However, when the cost
C2 is high, P2 is close to its risk neutral value.
Figure 5 shows that the risk neutral expected profit dominates the risk adverse one both as
function of the cost and the absolute risk aversion. In addition, Figure 5 shows quite intuitively
that the higher the risk aversion, the smaller the expected profit.

A risk adverse restaurant would overprice the preferred menu I assume that consu-
mers’ preferences are distorted such that menu 1 is preferred to menu 2. Figure 6 shows that in
a risk adverse restaurant, the price of the preferred menu would be set higher than that of the
less frequently chosen one : the relative price P 1

P 2
decreases as the preference for both menu tend

to be equal.
The effect of risk aversion on the overpricing of the preferred menu is ambiguous : when abso-
lute risk aversion is small, the overpricing increases with risk aversion ; when it is high (in the
example larger than 10) the relative price decreases as risk aversion increases.

The price of a menu is increasing with its size (almost linearly) I solve numerically
the restaurant’s maximization program assuming that the size of menu 1 is constant(S1 � 2),
the size of menu 2 S2 lies between 1 and 5. I further assume that in the utility function fA�S�
is CES : fA�S� � S1�γ with γ � 0.5. Also, the absolute risk aversion is set to κ � 6 and the cost

of production per unit of menu is
C1,2

S1,2
� 0.4.

Figure 7 confirms that in the risk neutral case, the price of menu 1 is independent from the
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Figure 5 – Expected profit in a risk neutral or risk adverse restaurant as functions of the cost
of menu 2 (C2) or the absolute risk aversion (κ)
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Figure 7 – Prices of both menus as functions of the size of menu 2 (under the assumptions that
κ � 6 and C1,2 � 0.4)

size of menu 2. Also the price of menu 2 is an increasing but concave function of its size.
In the risk adverse case, the price of menu 1 is almost independent from the size of menu 2. The
price of menu 2 is still increasing with its size, but the concavity of this function is markedly
reduced.

2 Empirical results

2.1 sushishop.eu

The company sushishop delivers sushis in 8 countries : Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg,
Spain, Switzerland, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom and United States of America. It of-
fers platters of selected items which are strictly identical in all countries, except in the US (where
menus are larger). However, not every country offers lunch boxes and kids menus (see Table 1).
Also, in the UK where sushishop opened stores the most recently, not all the menus are available.

Table 1 shows that within the Euro Area, prices of the different menus are not identical.
However, relative prices are quite similar (Figure 8). Within the framework of the present model,
this could be interpreted as an indication of risk neutrality of the firm unless consumers have
similar preferences in the different countries. In particular, the fact that the pricing scheme does
not vary between the United Arab Emirates (UAE), Italy and UK where costumers have a priori
quite different food behaviour, is in favour of the first hypothesis.
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Figure 8 – Relatives prices of sushishop’s menus in 8 countries
Lecture note : The reference price is average price of normal menus (excluding boxes, lunch and children menus). The Black Box prices are

divided by 3 to scale them down to a size closer to the other platters.
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France Belgium Italy Luxembourg Spain UK Switzerland UAE
Lunch box A 12,9 12,3 13,2 12,2 10,9
Lunch box B 12,9 12,3 13,2 12,2 10,9
Lunch box C 12,9 12,3 13,2 12,2 10,9
Salmon Passion 11,9 12,3 12,3 11,4 11,3 10,9 18,5 54
New-York New-York 13,5 13,9 13,9 13,5 12,8 13,5 21,8 85
Spicy Rolls 13,5 13,9 13,9 13,5 12,8 13,5 22,8 73
Twin set 12,9 13,2 13,2 12,4 12,2 12,9 20,9 69
California lovers 18,5 18,9 18,9 18,5 17,9 28,5 112
Classic mix 12,9 13,2 13,2 12,4 12,2 12,5 20,9 65
Super mix 16,5 17 17 16,6 15,9 16,5 26,6 99
Super Salmon 19 19,9 19,9 19 18,4 19 26,6 94
Classic rolls 15,5 16,1 16,1 15,7 15 22,6 88
Sushi lovers 20,9 21,5 21,5 20,8 20,2 19,9 31,3 120
Black box 60 61,8 61,8 61,8 58,1 60 91,1 310
Black box luxe 70 72,2 72,2 72,2 67,8 70 113,9 405
Kate Moss Box 45 46 46 42,5 71,1
Children A 9,5 10 9,5
Children B 9,5 10 9,5
Children C 9,5 10 9,5
(currency) e e e e e £ CHF AED

Table 1 – Platters prices in 7 countries

Price concavity as a function of size Using the OLS procedure, I estimate the following
model for the price of the platters in France 1 :

PM � α � β1Nsushi � β2Nmaki � γ �Q
item

NitemPitem� � δkid � δlunch � ε (14)Pitem NitemPitem is the price of the platter if each item was bought separately, it is used as a
proxy for the production cost. This proxy is however imperfect since it captures, should they
exist, preferences effects for the different items. δkid, δlunch are a dummies for kids menu and
lunch box. Nsushi and Nmaki

2 are introduced to capture a size effect beyond the linear increase
in the production cost.

I find that α and δlunch are not significant. γ � 93% indicates that purchasing a platter offers
a 7% discount with respect to purchasing its components separately. Kids menus come with a
2e discount.
The size effects are negative : adding a sushi (resp. maki) to a menu allows for a discount on its
price of 14 cents (resp. 6 cents). The relative effect of these two types of items is quite intuitive :
one bite for a maki, two for a sushi ; however, the coefficient are not significant ; they are driven
by the introduction in the sample of the two black boxes which are three times larger than other
menus. For this reason, this result can not be interpreted as an indication of risk neutrality.

1. The Kate Moss Box is excluded from the model as it contains specific items for which there is no individual

price.

2. I grouped in this count items of the same size : makis, california makis, spring rolls...
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2.2 Restaurants in Paris and its southern suburbs

In this part, I study the menu of 19 restaurants in Paris and its southern red belt. 3 The
location of the restaurants is given on this map.

To be abble to compare the menus in the different restaurants, I reduce the number of items
by grouping them : sushis which are not salmon or tuna are grouped, same thing for sashimis.
Makis are grouped into 3 classes : classic, california and special (spring rolls, soya rolls, salmon
rolls, egg rolls...). Yakitoris are split between meat (and vegetarian) and fish-seafood. Beef and
cheese yakitori is left alone as it is very common. Other items (gyoza, tempura, nem, temaki)
are grouped when necessary.

No rebate for hungry costumers = risk adverse restaurants As for the previous case,
I test the size effect in the pricing scheme of each restaurant. The size is measured both using
the absolute norm ÕMenu Õ1 and the quadratic norm ÕMenu Õ2. I use the price of each menu
if its items where purchased separately Pitem NitemPitem as a proxy for the menu’s cost. I also
introduced a lunch dummy. I test the concavity of the pricing scheme with respect to the size
by introducing both the norm and the square norm in the model.

PM � α � β ÕMenu Õ1 �γ �Q
item

NitemPitem� � δlunch � ε (15)

PM � α � β ÕMenu Õ2 �γ �Q
item

NitemPitem� � δlunch � ε (16)

PM � α � β ÕMenu Õ1 �β2 ÕMenu Õ2

1 �γ �Q
item

NitemPitem� � δlunch � ε (17)

PM � α � β ÕMenu Õ2 �β2 ÕMenu Õ2

2 �γ �Q
item

NitemPitem� � δlunch � ε (18)

On the first two models tested for the 19 restaurants, I find no significant and negative size
effect. As for the last two models, I find that prices are almost never concave functions of
size. Only in three restaurants I find β2 � 0 and significant using the quadratic norm. These
restaurants are asiat, hongjiu and sushi love but the elasticity of price with respect to size
diminishes by only �5 cents per item, �2 cents per item and �4 cents per item respectively,
which is quite small with respect to a sushi which costs separately more than 1.5e. Within
the framework of the present model, this can be interpreted as indicating risk adversity of the
restaurants as in this case prices are only weakly concave functions of menu sizes.

Some cheaper items within menus I estimate the following models for seven restaurants :

PM � α � �Q
item

γitemNitem� � δlunch � ε (19)

3. so called red as these neighbouring cities used to have communist city councils.
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The results for these models are gathered in appendix E, Tables 4 to 22. The residuals of the
model are displayed on Graph 9. For each restaurant, the model explains a large share of the
prices’ variance and the RMSE is around 1e.
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Figure 9 – Residuals of the pricing models in 19 restaurants

One striking result is the relative price of sushis and sashimis when they are made with tuna
and salmon. From Insee’s prices and price indexes I find that tuna is 2.7 times more expensive
than salmon. The relative price of tuna and salmon sashimi does not reflect this relative cost. I
can test this relative price on 13 restaurants where it is possible to disentangle between the price
of each item. The null hypothesis that the relative price of tuna and salmon sashimi corresponds
to the relative price of tuna and salmon is rejected in 9 cases (Table 2).

If I assume that labour and fixed cost compose a major share of sushis and sashimis prices, I
test the null hypothesis that the price of tuna and sashimi items are identical. This hypothesis
is rejected for sushi in 2 restaurants (asiat and sushi king) and for sashimis in 3 restaurants
(hongjiu, ID sushi and yasami). However, I can not reject the hypothesis that tuna sushis are
free at sushi kyo, xinja, yok sushi, ID sushi and tuna sashimis are free at mitaka, xinja, ID

sushi, sushi love, sushi scene, yasami.

Within the framework of the present model, these results can be interpreted as an indication
of risk adversity : restaurants tend to under-price the preferred menus, since red tuna is a luxury

fish compared to salmon the former may be preferred to the latter in a menu.
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Fishers stat q2 q1

"asiat" 60.2 19 1
"hongjiu" 15.9 53 1
"idsushi" 8.8 7 1
"mitaka" 10.4 19 1
"ninjasushi" 0.7 31 1
"ohsushi" 2.5 15 1
"sushiking" 7.3 24 1
"sushikyo" 2.1 24 1
"sushilove" 11.8 12 1
"sushiscene" 8.2 19 1
"xinja" 1.5 22 1
"yasami" 15.2 13 1
"yoksushi" 13.5 43 1

Table 2 – Fisher’s test for "tuna sashimi is 2.7 times more expensive than salmon"

Temakis are sold between 4 and 5 e a piece. However, within a menu their price is always
smaller : 2.98 e at mitaka, 2.72 e at sayori sushi, 1.35 e at sushi kyo, 3.03 at Tokyo sushi and
3.38 at xinja sushi (Tables 9, 12, 16, 19 and 20). This can be interpreted as a sign of strong
preferences for this item accommodated by risk adverse restaurants.

There are also cases of obvious overpricing : at sushi kyo , Tokyo sushi and sushi Juliette some
menus for two include a desert or a drink. Within the menu, deserts cost 11.86 e (Table 16) but
only 2 or 3 e outside the menu at sushi kyo. At Tokyo sushi, deserts cost 10.80 e in a menu
(Table 19). At sushi Juliette, drinks cost 6.61 e in the menu (Table 13) but only 1.50 e when
bought separately. This can be interpreted as the cost for very specific preferences (symmetrically
to the rebate for most preferred items - tuna and temaki-). 4 There are two restaurants which
contradict this finding : at ginza the price of a drink or a desert is not significantly different
from zero (but is included in a menu for one person not for a couple) ; at sushi love the price
of a drink within the menu in not statistically different from its price outside the menu (1.45e
against 1.9 when bought separately, see Table 17).

The price for a rice bowl, when it can be isolated, is positive only at ID sushi (Table 8). In
other restaurants it is either negative (ginza, sushi love, yasami) or not statistically significant
(in 13 restaurants mitaka, ninja sushi, sayori sushi, sushi king, sushi kyo, yok sushi, hongjiu,

oh sushi, sushi daguerre, sushi Juliette, sushi scene, Tokyo sushi). This gratuity is most likely
not due to strong preferences for rice which are the most tasteless item on the menu ! It can be
interpreted as a (tiny) rebate for hungry costumers as it is the cheapest way to increase the size
of a menu. This result can be interpreted as weak concavity of prices with respect to menu size
in risk adverse restaurants.

4. For these menus, I checked that the coefficients of the other items where not significantly different if the

menus with desert or drinks were excluded using a Fisher’s test.
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Residual non linearities To account for possible complementarity or specific preferences I
plot the residuals of all the models and identify those of the menus matching a certain criteria :
only salmon items, only yakitoris, vegetarian, menu for twos, without raw fish...
Graphically, the residuals selected with any of the criteria I use do not depart from the residuals
of other menus. This intuition is confirmed by Kolmogorv-Smirnov tests. Graphs 10 and 11
depict for example the residual of the models for menu without raw fish or menus with only
makis or sashimis.
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Figure 10 – Residuals of the pricing models in 19 restaurants and identification of menu without
raw fish
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Figure 11 – Residuals of the pricing models in 19 restaurants and identification of menu with
only makis and sushis

A Proofs of the optimal price properties in a risk neutral res-
taurant

Property 1 : The optimal prices are independent from one another

This property is a direct consequence of the optimality condition 7 which includes only one menu
at a time.

Property 2 : They are also independent from the menus’ probability to be chosen

If I assume that preferences are locally uniform around two menus identical in size and cost, but
that one menu is preferred to the other (θ�max,M1� � θ�max,M2� but P�M1� � λ1θmax

π
A P�M2� �

λ2θmax

π
). The optimality condition 7 for both menus remains the same ; this distortion of the

preferences will not influence the restaurant’s prices.

Property 3 : Prices are increasing in the production cost but the margin is decreasing in the

production cost

The partial derivative of P̂M with respect to the cost 8 is positive. However, it is smaller than
one half, which yields that the margin of the restaurant decreases with the cost of preparing a
given menu. It is equal to 1

2
when BP̂M � 0 and tends to 1

3
when BP̂M � 1 (unfinished proof).
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Property 4 : Prices are decreasing in the consumer’s reservation utility per e

The partial derivative of P̂M with respect to B 9 is negative. Hence, since B is proportional to
ρ, P̂M is a decreasing function of the consumer’s reservation utility per e˙

Property 5 : Prices are increasing but concave functions of menu sizes

As for the size of the menu, its effect on the price is double ; first through the effect on the cost,
second, through the utility the consumer derives from eating a menu of this size (denominator
of B). An increase of χ% in the size of the menu will increase its cost by the same percentage
(since the production cost is linear). Also, it will increase the utility derived from eating the

menu by
f �

A
�SM �

fA�SM �χ%.

Overall, the effect on P̂M is positive :

∂P̂M

∂SM

� 1

2 � acos�BP̂M �BP̂M¼
1��BP̂M �2

�CM

SM

� P̂M �CM

SM

SMf �
A�SM�

fA�SM � � (20)

Since I assumed that fA is concave and null in zero,
SM f �

A
�SM �

fA�SM � B 1, hence

∂P̂M

P̂M

� 1

2 � acos�BPM �BP̂M¼
1��BP̂M �2

�CM

P̂M

� P̂M �CM

P̂M

SM f �
A�SM�

fA�SM� � ∂SM

SM

� χ

2
% (21)

In words, prices are increasing but concave functions of menu sizes. Ì
B Proofs for the properties of the profit’s variance (one menu

case)

Properties 1 & 2 : The variance of the restaurant’s profit is a hump shape function on

CM B PM B 1

B
with its maximum for P̃M C P̂M

∂V�Profit�
∂PM

� ∂

∂PM

��PM �CM�E�Profit� �E�Profit�2� (22)� �PM �CM��acos�BPM �
π

� ∂E�Profit�
∂PM

�1 � 2
acos�BPM �

π
�� (23)

From this formula I find that :

∂V�Profit�
∂PM

�PM � CM� � 0 (24)

∂V�Profit�
∂PM

�BPM � 1� � �ª (25)

∂V�Profit�
∂PM

�PM � P̂M� A 0 (26)

also, given the regularity of acos and the profit as a function of PM , the variance is maximum for
P̃M > �P̂M , 1

B
� and is monotonous on each side of this maximum. The variance of the restaurant’s

18



profit is a hump shape function on CM B PM B 1

B

In addition, since V�Profit��PM � CM� � 0 � V�Profit��BPM � 1�, there are two values of
PM > �P̂M , 1

B
� which yield any value of the variance between 0 and its maximum. (See also

figure 3)
It is also noteworthy that :

∂V�Profit�
∂PM

� 2
V�Profit�
PM �CM

� �PM �CM�2 B
π»

1 � �BPM�2
�1 � 2

acos�BPM �
π

� (27)B 2
V�Profit�
PM �CM

(28)Ì
C Proofs for the properties of the optimal price in a risk adverse

restaurant (one menu)

Property 1 : To reduce the risk on its profit, the restaurant will choose a price lower than P̂M ,

the optimal price if it was risk neutral

Both the variance and expected profits are hump shaped functions between CM and 1

B
. The de-

rivatives of the expected profit and its variance are of opposite signs on �P̂M P̃M �(see Table 3),
which imposes that the min variance utility is decreasing on this domain. There are at most one
extremum for the min variance utility both on CM B PM � P̂M and PM A P̃M . In addition, since
E � κ

2
V is null but increasing in PM � CM , there is a maximum to the min variance utility on

CM � PM � P̂M . On PM A P̃M , if there is an extremum, it is a minimum as E � κ
2
V is strictly

decreasing on the left boundary of this domain, i.e. at PM � P̃M . Both cases are plotted on
Figure 3 : when risk aversion is large enough, there is a minimum to the min variance utility for
PM A P̃M .

PM CM P̂M P̃M
1

B

V
� 0 � � 0 � �ª

V
0 0

E
� � 0 � �

E
0 0

E � κ
2
V

0
0§! Max

Table 3 – Table for the evolution of E, V and E � κ
2
V
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Property 2 : The price is increasing in the production cost

Let f denote the function E�Profit�� κ
2
V�Profit� and P̄M the price > �CM P̂M � for which it

is maximum.

∂P̄M

∂CM

� � ∂2f
∂PM ∂CM

∂2f

∂P 2
M

(29)

Since f is maximum at P̄M , ∂2f

∂P 2
M

� 0. Moreover,

∂2f

∂PM ∂CM

� B
π¼

1 � �BPM�2

�κ
acos �BPM�

π
�1 � acos �BPM�

π
��κ

π

B�PM �CM�¼
1 � �BPM�2

�1 � 2
acos �BPM�

π
�

(30)
Since P̄M > �CM P̂M �, the following inequalities hold :

κ

π

B�PM �CM�¼
1 � �BPM�2

�1 � 2
acos �BPM�

π
� � κ

π

B�PM �CM�¼
1 � �BPM�2

�1 � acos �BPM�
π

� (31)�κ

π

B�P̂M �CM�¼
1 � �BP̂M�2

�1 � acos �BPM�
π

� (32)�κ

π
acos �BP̂M��1 � acos �BPM�

π
� (33)

∂2f

∂PM ∂CM

A B
π¼

1 � �BPM�2

� κ
��acos �BPM�

π
� acos �BP̂M�

π

���1 � acos �BPM�
π

� (34)

∂2f

∂PM ∂CM

A B
π¼

1 � �BPM�2

A 0 (35)

Thus the partial derivative of the optimal price under risk aversion with respect to the menu’s

cost ∂P̄M

∂CM
is positive.Ì

D Two menus under risk aversion
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E Pricing models

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 1.28 15.79
"sushi tuna" -2.6 -4.6
"sushi other" 3.82 12.98
"sashimi salmon" 0.87 11.86
"sashimi tuna" 0.89 11.4
"sashimi misc." 0.85 17.53
"maki classic" 0.61 17.72
"maki california" 0.74 19.37
"maki egg" 0.75 6.29
"yakitori meat" 1.73 7.64
"yakitori fish" 1.82 7.67
"yakitori cheese" 2.09 5.47
"rice+miso+salad" 0.48 2.22
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 0.69 0.98

Table 4 – Pricing model asiat

Coefficient Student
"constant" -19.08 -11.55
"sushi salmon+tuna" 0.41 3.3
"sashimi salmon+tuna+other" 0.38 6.75
"maki classic+special" 0.07 2.27
"maki california" 0.26 3.91
"rice+miso+salad" 9.31 16.75
"gyoza" 1.16 2.45
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.6 0.96

Table 5 – Pricing model direct sushi

Coefficient Student
"constant" -5.82 -2.23
"sushi salmon+tuna" 1.89 4.26
"sushi other" 0.58 2.48
"sashimi salmon+tuna+misc." 0.58 8.14
"maki classic" 0.37 3.16
"maki california" 0.44 3.4
"yakitori meat" 1.52 5.76
"yakitori fish" 2.13 6.23
"yakitori cheese" 1.98 4.12
"rice" -5.2 -2.54
"miso+salad" 6.71 3.37
"nems+tempura+temaki" 1.54 3.33
"gyoza" 1.05 3.37
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.51 0.96

Table 6 – Pricing model ginza

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 1.07 12.66
"sushi tuna" 1.22 7.2
"sushi other" 0.98 5.68
"sashimi salmon" 0.48 12.42
"sashimi tuna" 0.79 10.83
"sashimi other" 0.48 13.03
"maki classic" 0.38 8.91
"maki california" 0.53 11.55
"yakitori meat" 1.03 7.93
"yakitori fish" 1.78 10.18
"yakitori cheese" 0.99 5.61
"miso+salad" 1.31 4.39
"gyoza" 0.72 8.88
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 0.91 1

Table 7 – Pricing model hongjiu
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Coefficient Student
"constant" 2.36 3.72
"sushi salmon" 1.52 8.51
"sushi other" 3.17 4.85
"sashimi salmon" -0.86 -3.22
"sashimi other" 1.95 6.13
"maki classic" 0.48 7.3
"maki california" 0.4 4.41
"maki special" 0.43 6.51
"yakitori meat" 0.63 2.96
"yakitori fish" 0.98 2.84
"yakitori cheese" 1.13 3.78
"rice" 2.02 2.36
"miso+salad" 1.62 3.54
"gyoza" 0.57 2.81
"lunch" -2.27 -1.86
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 0.44 0.99

Table 8 – Pricing model idsushi

Coefficient Student
"constant" -3.29 -2.73
"sushi salmon" 1.14 7.17
"sushi tuna" 1.17 2.39
"sushi other" 1.15 4.38
"sashimi salmon" 0.5 5.28
"sashimi misc." 0.48 10.31
"maki classic" 0.44 5.44
"maki special" 0.73 6.52
"maki california salmon" 0.58 7.64
"yakitori meat" 0.91 7.03
"yakitori fish" 1.51 7.77
"yakitori cheese" 0.75 2.13
"miso+salad" 3.68 4.32
"temaki" 2.98 6.08
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 0.89 0.98

Table 9 – Pricing model mitaka

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 1.06 8.92
"sushi tuna" 1.2 5.62
"sushi other" 2.12 17.96
"sashimi salmon" 0.5 2.24
"sashimi tuna" 0.63 2.48
"sashimi misc." 0.41 11.63
"maki classic" 0.46 7.6
"maki california" 0.49 7.44
"maki futomaki" 1.12 6.1
"yakitori meat" 0.97 6.29
"yakitori fish" 1.68 8.31
"yakitori cheese" 1.2 4.29
"miso+salad" 2 5.62
"lunch" -1.5 -1.86
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.07 1.01

Table 10 – Pricing model ninja sushi

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 1 8.66
"sushi tuna" 1.21 8.62
"sushi other" 1.05 7.48
"sushi tartare salmon" 6.21 6.74
"sashimi salmon" 0.86 7.84
"sashimi tuna" 1.53 5.79
"maki classic" 0.55 5.36
"maki special" 0.5 9.97
"maki california" 0.51 7.22
"yakitori meat" 1.1 3.61
"yakitori salmon" 1.38 3.84
"yakitori cheese" 1.21 4.19
"miso" 3.48 4.85
"gyoza" 0.76 5.05
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 0.94 1

Table 11 – Pricing model oh sushi
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Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 1.21 10.44
"sushi tuna" 1.56 4.5
"sushi other" 1.14 5.81
"sashimi salmon+tuna" 0.31 3.48
"sashimi other" 1.04 6.06
"maki classic" 0.56 11.38
"maki special" 0.57 13.78
"maki california" 0.62 12.44
"yakitori meat" 1.57 13.39
"yakitori fish" 1.98 12.21
"yakitori cheese" 1.65 9.29
"miso+salad" 2.07 6.32
"gyoza" 0.72 3.06
"tempura" 1.1 8.72
"temaki" 2.72 8.92
"lunch" -3.16 -4.91
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.12 0.99

Table 12 – Pricing model sayori sushi

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 0.06 0.06
"sushi tuna" 1.76 1.46
"sushi other" 2.14 2.67
"sushi salmon avocat" 3.47 2.46
"sashimi salmon+tuna+other" 0.51 2.51
"maki classic+special" 0.12 1.32
"maki california" 0.61 3.17
"yakitori meat+fish+cheese" 0.99 1.68
"rice+miso" -0.21 -0.16
"salad" 5.87 2.09
"gyoza" 0.75 1.05
"drink" 6.48 2.09
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 2.9 0.81

Table 13 – Pricing model sushi juliette

Coefficient Student
"constant" -12.07 -9.62
"sushi salmon" 0.79 3.07
"sushi tuna" 0.76 1.79
"sushi other" 1.49 3.98
"sashimi salmon+tuna+other" 0.5 7.4
"maki classic" 0.29 2.47
"maki california" 0.43 4.74
"yakitori meat" 0.59 3.18
"yakitori fish" 1.12 4.03
"yakitori cheese" 0.67 1.72
"miso+salad" 8.88 10
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.01 0.97

Table 14 – Pricing model sushi daguerre

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 0.8 5.72
"sushi tuna" 2.71 8.54
"sashimi salmon" 0.39 4.57
"sashimi tuna" 0.46 4.87
"sashimi misc." 0.57 5.2
"maki classic" 0.38 4.19
"maki special" 0.15 2.15
"maki california" 0.38 5.26
"yakitori meat" 0.75 4.39
"yakitori fish" 0.96 3.48
"yakitori cheese" 0.82 3.09
"miso+salad" 3.01 6.53
"nems+gyoza" 2.4 2.68
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.01 0.99

Table 15 – Pricing model sushi king
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Coefficient Student
"constant" 17.8 13.77
"sushi salmon" 0.97 5.21
"sushi other" 1.37 6.8
"sashimi salmon" 0.34 3.21
"sashimi tuna" 0.36 1.74
"sashimi other" 0.39 8.05
"maki classic" 0.23 3.58
"maki salmon roll cheese" 0.47 2.01
"maki california" 0.46 5.83
"yakitori meat" 0.76 4.14
"yakitori fish" 0.95 4.01
"yakitori cheese" 0.52 1.86
"miso+salad" -4.73 -6.18
"nems+gyoza" 0.57 4.62
"temaki" 1.35 2.05
"desert" 11.46 12.08
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1 0.96

Table 16 – Pricing model sushi kyo

Coefficient Student
"constant" 0.86 1.87
"sushi salmon" 1.45 16.41
"sushi tuna" 1.11 4.51
"sushi other" 1.6 11.57
"sushi tartare salmon" 1.58 4.85
"sushi salmon cheese" 0.76 1.95
"sashimi salmon" 1.36 9.55
"sashimi other" 0.84 11.66
"maki classic" 0.53 15.12
"maki special" 0.8 23.56
"maki california" 0.66 12.72
"yakitori meat" 2.96 12.14
"yakitori salmon" 2.37 5.95
"rice" -3.8 -3.23
"drink" 1.45 2.68
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 0.64 1

Table 17 – Pricing model sushi love

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 1.28 7.7
"sushi tuna" 1.47 6.62
"sushi other" 1.86 4.49
"sashimi salmon" 0.72 5.09
"sashimi other" 1.38 6.04
"maki classic" 0.58 7.51
"maki special" 0.66 8.17
"maki california" 0.59 6.24
"yakitori meat+salmon" 1.44 3.91
"yakitori cheese" 1.55 3.02
"miso+salad" 0.91 1.75
"nems" 0.88 2.27
"gyoza" 0.8 3.55
"tempura" 1.47 2.27
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.32 0.93

Table 18 – Pricing model sushi scene

Coefficient Student
"constant" 17.22 3.67
"sushi salmon" 0.9 9.17
"sushi other" 1.71 6.07
"sashimi salmon" 0.37 3.68
"sashimi misc." 0.5 9.79
"maki classic" 0.32 3.66
"maki special" 0.48 6.72
"maki california" 0.45 4.05
"yakitori meat" 0.64 3.8
"yakitori fish" 1.17 5.59
"yakitori cheese" 0.52 1.92
"miso+salad" -4.97 -2.48
"gyoza" 0.53 4.11
"temaki" 3.03 3.74
"desert" 10.8 4.02
"lunch" -2.02 -2.3
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.23 0.98

Table 19 – Pricing model Tokyo
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Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 0.78 8.68
"sushi other" 1.92 6.19
"sashimi salmon" 0.77 3.62
"sashimi other" 0.65 1.99
"maki classic" 0.48 6.04
"maki california" 0.69 14.26
"maki special" 1.03 8.84
"yakitori meat" 1.06 6.09
"yakitori fish" 1.54 7.16
"yakitori cheese" 1.28 4.6
"miso+salad" 1.44 3.71
"gyoza" 0.73 2.34
"temaki" 3.38 4.25
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.16 0.99

Table 20 – Pricing model xinja

Coefficient Student
"constant" -2.19 -2.05
"sushi salmon" 1.05 8.96
"sushi tuna" 0.98 4.78
"sushi other" 0.86 4.49
"sashimi salmon" 0.71 6.06
"sashimi other" 1.08 11.99
"maki classic" 0.41 7.16
"maki special" 0.48 8.77
"maki california" 0.48 6.57
"yakitori meat" 1.39 5.98
"yakitori fish" 2.08 7.74
"yakitori cheese" 1.8 6.3
"rice" -2.89 -3.01
"miso+salad" 3.5 5.17
"gyoza" 0.61 2.83
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 0.62 0.99

Table 21 – Pricing model yasami

Coefficient Student
"sushi salmon" 1.01 8.21
"sushi other" 1.68 13.6
"sashimi salmon" 0.68 7.34
"sashimi tuna" 0.4 2.11
"sashimi misc." 0.62 19.8
"maki classic" 0.45 7.01
"maki special" 0.66 12.62
"maki california" 0.64 9.44
"yakitori meat" 1.08 7.49
"yakitori fish" 1.53 9.61
"yakitori cheese" 1.25 5.95
"miso+salad" 2.05 5.63
"gyoza" 0.75 4.99
"RMSE-adjusted R2" 1.21 0.97

Table 22 – Pricing model yok sushi
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